On page 1 of the printed bill, line 26, delete the second “and”.
After line 26, insert:
“(e) Is classified in the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities - Core Codes system under one of the following codes denoting provision of employment and job-related services:
“(A) J21 Vocational counseling, guidance and testing;
“(B) J22 Employment training;
“(C) J33 Sheltered remunerative employment at a work activity center, not otherwise classified;
or
“(D) J99 Employment or job related and not otherwise classified; and”.
In line 27, delete “(e)” and insert “(f)”.
On page 2, line 2, before “contributions” insert “cash”.
In line 8, after “taxpayer” insert “, less any amount of deduction claimed under section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code for the contribution”.
In line 9, delete “$500” and insert “$250” and delete “$5,000” and insert “$2,500”.
In line 13, delete “Revenue” and insert “Justice”.
In line 33, delete “Revenue” and insert “Justice”.
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